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Sino–American economic conflicts 
are often characterized as “bad 

but improving.” For example, the 
trade deficit is ugly, but exports to 
China are rising, protection of intel-
lectual property is said to be slowly 
expanding, and so on. There is an 
important matter, however, where 
the situation is bad and the case that 
it is getting better is very thin: com-
mercial espionage.

Commercial espionage overlaps 
economics and national security. 
The cyber variant—where networks 
are infiltrated and crucial knowledge 
pilfered—overlaps violations of intel-
lectual property rights (IPR) and 
cyberwarfare attacks. China remains 
at the top of the offenders list in IPR 
infringement and cyberwarfare, so 
it is little surprise that it “leads” in 
commercial espionage. 

The surprise is lack of improve-
ment. China’s political and business 

leadership either considers commer-
cial espionage acceptable or believes 
they cannot be held accountable. 
Both misperceptions need to be cor-
rected. The U.S. should make a sharp 
change in its response to commercial 
espionage—not to immediate retali-
ation but to making it unmistak-
ably clear that such espionage is not 
acceptable. 

More Than a Decade of Theft. 
To some extent, even a simple, quite 
incomplete chronology speaks for 
itself. The technology-oriented espi-
onage of a decade or so ago has given 
way to broader attacks. Sometimes, 
there is no particular Chinese 
enterprise involved, or the persons 
engaged in espionage are seeking to 
form companies in the PRC using 
stolen intellectual property. 

However, on other occasions, very 
prominent Chinese firms are linked 
to the cases. PetroChina, Beijing 
Auto, Sinovel, Datang Telecom, 
Pangang—these companies are quite 
large and either state-owned or 
state-connected. (Sinovel grew out 
of a state entity.) Among their other 
characteristics, state firms are pro-
tected in the PRC’s courts and tend 
to share resources with other state 
firms far more easily than truly com-
peting corporations.1 It is very rare 
for a centrally controlled enterprise 

to hold a noticeable technological 
edge over another in the same sector 
and even rarer for courts to decide a 
case against a state firm.

This adds up to a disturbing 
conclusion: China’s manufacturing 
rise has been illegally aided. Many 
advances are certainly due to the 
PRC’s own strengths; others stem 
from voluntary cooperation by for-
eign partners. But it is all too easy to 
find examples of Chinese theft that 
correspond well to spurts in manu-
facturing capability in advanced 
electronics, energy, autos, etc. 

Telecom is probably the most 
dramatic example. Chinese hackers 
may have had full access to Nortel’s 
technology for a period of years. 
Such information is useful only to 
Nortel’s competitors, which feature 
Chinese equipment makers, which 
became globally competitive players 
more rapidly than expected starting 
shortly after Nortel was hacked. It is 
very difficult to believe that this is a 
coincidence.

Technology broadly understood 
is America’s comparative advantage. 
Theft of that technology—whether 
through dramatic cyber-attacks or 
simple infringement of intellectual 
property—undermines the value of 
trade and other economic exchange 
for the U.S. 
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Technology theft helps the PRC—
but not indefinitely. Commercial 
espionage is great for catching up, 
but it is a powerful disincentive to 
becoming a leader. Thieves have 
little reason to innovate, and the 
transition from stealing to inventing 
is a difficult one. Beijing should be 
increasingly willing over time to act 
to curb its companies’ theft, but the 
government may not have the will or 
cohesion to do so. 

Get the Ball Rolling. Chinese 
economic espionage is a persistent 
problem, but this does not imply 
that there is an obvious U.S. policy 

remedy. It does seem that American 
companies need help of some sort. 
American Superconductor and 
DuPont certainly cannot use the 
Chinese judicial system to seek 
damages from Sinovel and Pangang, 
respectively. Using U.S. or interna-
tional courts might work, but if the 
Chinese entity ignores a judgment, 
what then? 

Just stalling might also work: 
By the time an American company 
sees a judgment enforced, the tech-
nology involved may no longer be 
valuable. Perhaps the only answer 
is Washington pushing Beijing to 

discipline its firms. There are three 
things the U.S. could do in this 
regard:

1. Commercial espionage should be 
considered for inclusion as a key 
topic at the May Strategic and 
Economic Dialogue and other 
high-level bilateral meetings. 
For these meetings to have any 
value, the U.S. should have only 
one or two main economic goals. 
Espionage should be emphasized 
only if something else is pushed 
down the agenda (for example, the 
exchange rate).14 American firms 
should accept that the threat 
will remain for some time and 
work together to better meet it. 
Information could be pooled on 
attacks, defenses, successes, and 
failures in a systematic and ongo-
ing fashion among high-risk firms 
in telecom, energy, and elsewhere. 
The federal government could 
play a coordinating role to reas-
sure companies of confidentiality.

2. The Departments of Commerce 
and Homeland Security should 
create a technical forum where 
companies and government can 
share knowledge and resourc-
es. Participation should ide-
ally extend beyond well beyond 
defense-related entities. There are 
bills in Congress on cybersecurity 
with application to commercial 
espionage that propose federal 
involvement beyond just coordi-
nation—for example, in setting 
standards. These efforts are quite 
justified, but formal standards are 
all but impossible in a field that 
changes so rapidly. Other federal 
involvement runs the risk, due to 
vaguely defined terms, of leading 
to violations of civil liberties at 
home or escalating cyber-aggres-
sion overseas. This should not 

A Disturbing Trend
2001: Two people funded by state-owned Datang Telecom indicted for 
stealing secrets from Lucent.2

2002: Two people funded by Hangzhou city government indicted for steal-
ing secrets from four firms.3

2003: PetroChina employee arrested for attempting to steal seismic imag-
ing software from Silicon Valley firm (later pled guilty).4

2004: Canada’s Nortel discovers that China-based hackers have compro-
mised its entire network.5

2005: Chinese national working at U.S. unit of Dutch firm AkzoNobel 
begins stealing material needed to replicate advanced industrial coating.6

2006: Two people indicted for stealing proprietary information from auto 
parts maker Metaldyne and seeking to pass it to Chinese firms.7

2007: Chinese national employed by Dow begins transferring trade secrets 
to Chinese government-controlled institutes.8

2008: Former DuPont employee picked by state-owned Pangang to make 
titanium dioxide, supposedly using DuPont production method (later pled 
guilty to espionage).9

2009: Ford Motor employee arrested for stealing trade secrets—later found 
guilty—supposedly on behalf of Beijing Auto.10

2010: Dozens of multinationals disclosed as targeted in China-based hack-
ing of Google.11

2011: American Superconductor sues top Chinese turbine maker Sinovel for 
stealing software used to drive wind turbines.12

2012: NSA director acknowledges that China-based hackers compromised 
a company that provides computer security services to defense firms such 
as Lockheed Martin.13
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be the first step. A more modest 
beginning might involve firms 
with U.S. government contracts.

3. Companies sometimes fail to 
report espionage.15 Congress 
should require firms with govern-
ment contracts to report—system-
atically and in a timely fashion—
intrusions and unauthorized 
export of data to the Departments 
of Commerce and Homeland 
Security. These companies would 
have the option of requesting 
federal technical assistance in 

seizing stolen data or blocking 
entry. 

Shrinking the Problem. It is 
tempting to look at China’s commer-
cial espionage record and demand 
immediate, powerful action. That 
may be satisfying, but it would prob-
ably not help the U.S. Actions should 
be taken as soon as possible, but the 
first actions should be measured.

—Derek Scissors, Ph.D., is Senior 
Research Fellow in Asia Economic 
Policy in the Asian Studies Center at 
The Heritage Foundation.
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